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Get and Share Oklahoma Government on
Social Platforms at http://Widgets.OK.gov
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK – January 13, 2010 – OK.gov, Oklahoma’s Official Web site, has
recently launched Oklahoma Widgets which gives visitors the ability to quickly and easily
provide Oklahoma government real-time alerts, dynamic information and extra functionality on
web pages, blogs, and social platforms.
Visitors can easily add an Oklahoma Widget to any Web site or social profile by visiting
http://Widgets.OK.gov. The visitors can click on the associated "Get & Share" button, and follow
the prompted instructions. At this time, Oklahoma Widgets include:
•

Oklahoma Government News Headlines

•

Oklahoma & National Threat Level Alerts

•

Oklahoma Government Calendar

•

Oklahoma State Agency Search

•

Shop State Surplus Auction

•

Governor's Bill Tracker

•

Photo Gallery

•

Fast Find

“The addition of widgets to the portal provides another opportunity for the public to connect
closer to their government,” said Mark Mitchell, General Manager of OK.gov. “We encourage
the public to take advantage of this free service and ‘Get and Share’ Oklahoma government
services on their web pages, blogs, and social networks.
In the future, additional widgets will be available on OK.gov to increase the ‘Get and Share’
value to Oklahomans.

About OK.gov
OK.gov is the official Web site of the state of Oklahoma and a collaborative effort between the
Oklahoma Office of State Finance (OSF) and Oklahoma Interactive, LLC to help Oklahoma
government entities Web-enable their information services. OSF is responsible for OK.gov.
Oklahoma Interactive operates, maintains, and markets OK.gov and is part of eGovernment firm
NIC’s (NASDAQ: EGOV) family of companies.
About NIC
NIC Inc. (NASDAQ: EGOV) is the nation's leading provider of official government portals,
online services, and secure payment processing solutions. The company's innovative
eGovernment services help reduce costs and increase efficiencies for government agencies,
citizens, and businesses across the country. NIC provides eGovernment solutions for more than
3,000 federal, state, and local agencies that serve 97 million people in the United States.
Additional information is available at http://www.nicusa.com.
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